Champion CH Alta Chocolate Fudge Ripple At Coal Dust
Champion CH Blue Elks Amazing Grace
Champion CH Dodge City's Ace Of Spades
Champion CH Flagtree's Pudding Pie
Champion CH Gottabe Spot On TD
Champion CH Irresistible Angel Socks Lil Pino
Champion CH Linderland Timeless High Resolution At Triple R's
Champion CH Moonbaby's Bitty Blue Hooligan
Champion CH Peaceful Acres Ginger Snap
Champion CH Shandell The Beat Goes On
Champion CH Tanasi's Just Like Islands
Champion CH Timeless Drumroll At Crazy Heart
Champion CH Timeless Rebel With A Cause At Abington RN
Grand Champion GCH CH Color Country's Rhinestone Cowboy At Linderland
Grand Champion GCH CH Dynasty's Burnin Down The House@Dgs
Grand Champion GCH CH Fairway Long Drive To The 16th
Grand Champion GCH CH Moonbaby's Rules With An Iron Fist
Grand Champion GCH CH Moonbaby's Starstruck Independence Of Away To Me
Grand Champion Bronze GCHB CH Love That Jimmy Fallon CM
Grand Champion Bronze GCHB CH Mockingbirds Worth The Wait At Coaldust CM
Grand Champion Silver GCHS CH Away To Me Paven Roads To Perfection
Obedience Trial Champion OTCH Sandy Creek Wanna'B Be Like Me UDX OM2 BN GN RN
Beginner Novice Ashland's Azul Juneau RA
Beginner Novice Mockingbirds Blue Beauty BN
Beginner Novice The Magic Is In The Hat Brym BN RN CGC
Rally Novice Foxglove Shine So Bright RN CGC TKN
Rally Novice Heather's Elle Oh Vee E RN
Rally Novice OnTheBallAussies Loki RN
Rally Novice Princess Brook's Rockin Raindancer RN CGC
Rally Excellent Legacy's Alexandria RE OA NAJ CAA CGCA
Farm Dog Certified Betty Jane Odom FDC NA NAJ ACT2 CGCU TKA
Farm Dog Certified Peaceful Acres-Lone Spur Gotta Be The One To Flirt FDC THDNCGCA CGCU
Farm Dog Certified Willow Rock's Bee In Your Bonnet FDC
Novice Agility GCHB CH Desert Sun's Like A Rock NA CGC
Novice Agility Kneehigh Dons Miss Smith NA NAJ NF
Novice Agility Minisodas Fizzy Lizzy Of Chappell Hill NA OAJ CCGC TKN
Novice Agility Sandy Creeks Chip Off The Rock NA
Novice Agility Sheza Wild Child NA OAJ
Novice Agility Timeless Addi Girl RN NA NAJ ACT1 CGC
Novice Agility Preferred Callie Omalley Of Spring Valley RN NAP CGCA CGCU
Open Agility Fhf Sherman D Tank OA OAJ NF
Open Agility Knee High's Magic Carpet Ride OA OAJ
Open Agility Lafaver's Rumor Has It OA OAJ
Open Agility Timeless Living On The Edge OA NAJ
Agility Excellent Fxs Little Bear Makenzie AX AXJ
Agility Excellent Knee High Cricklewood's Whisper In The Wind AX OAJ
Agility Excellent Prince Jasper of Sassaquin Pond AX AXJ CGC
Master Agility Excellent Latigo Ivy Miyamoto RN MX MXJ
Master Agility Excellent The Life Of Riley On Sassaquin MX AXJ CGC
Master Agility Excellent Preferred 4 PACH MTC Piper MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX
Novice Agility Jumper Ap Ranch Indigo Blue NAJ
Novice Agility Jumper Lucy Robinson RN NAJ ACT1
Novice Agility Jumper Sandy Creeks Chip Off The Rock NA NAJ
Novice Agility Jumper Timeless Addi Girl RN NA NAJ ACT1 CGC
Novice Agility Jumper Timeless Living On The Edge OA NAJ
Open Agility Jumper Crimson's Splash Of American Honey RN OAJ CGCA
Open Agility Jumper Fhf Sherman D Tank OA OAJ NF
Open Agility Jumper Haubies Silvery Web For Wilber OA OAJ
Open Agility Jumper Jiminy Cricket Wish Upon A Star OA OAJ
Open Agility Jumper Lafaver's Rumor Has It OA OAJ
Open Agility Jumper Timeless Simply Irresistible Cooper NA OAJ RATS
Open Agility Jumper Preferred Blitzen's Bank'N On River NAP OJP
Open Agility Jumper Preferred Crooked Creek's Mortl C Me Go NAP OJP
Excellent Agility Jumper Preferred Arlo OAP AJP OFF
Excellent Agility Jumper Preferred
Woodridge On Top Of The World AXP AJP NFP CGC

Master Excellent Jumper
Jemma Of Flagtree MX MXJ MXF T2B

Master Excellent Jumper
Katelin Of Flagtree AX MXJ MXF T2B

Master Excellent Jumper
Knee High Simbah Of Bridalvale VCD2 BN RE MX MXJ XF CGC

Master Excellent Jumper
Latigo Ivy Miyamoto RN MX MXJ

Master Excellent Jumper
The Life Of Riley On Sassaquin MX MXJ CGC

Master Bronze Jumper
Doc's Ducati Cucciolo MX MXJ MJB OF T2B

Master Silver Jumper
MACH Timeless Luz De Luna MXB MJS

Master Gold Jumper
MACH Gordonview Four On The Floor BN RA MXG MJG XF CA

Master Bronze Jumper 2
MACH3 In The Nik Of Timeless RAE MXC PAD MJB2 PJD MFB TQX T2B4 CA RATM CGC

Master Excellent Jumper Preferred
Dodge Citys Marshall Dillon AX AXJ MJP NF CGCA

Master Excellent Jumper Preferred
Kaleidescope's Hermes MXP MJP OFP

Agility FAST Novice
Timeless Addi Girl RN NA NAJ NF ACT1 CGC

Agility FAST Novice Preferred
Wiseachers Krystee NAP OJP NFP

Agility FAST Excellent Preferred
Arlo OAP AJP XFP

Agility Master FAST Excellent
Katelin Of Flagtree AX AXJ MXF T2B

Master Agility Champion 5
MACH5 Jax Lee MXB2 MJS2

Master Agility Champion 5
MACH5 Schultz's Macy MXS2 MJG2 T2B

Master Agility Champion 7
MACH7 Gottabelle's Doin' The Hustle MXG2 PAD MJS3 PJD MFB TQX T2B6

Time 2 Beat 2
Pleasant Woods Sunshine Through The Rain CM CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJB OAP AJP OF NF T2B2 CGC

BCAT
Pleasant Woods Sunshine Through The Rain CM CD BN RE MX MXB MXJ MJB OAP AJP OF NF T2B2 BCAT CGC

Agility Course Test 2
FHF Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah ACT2 CGC

Agility Course Test 2
Zea Mazie ACT2

Canine Good Citizen
Bertrom's Once In A Blue Moon CGCA

Canine Good Citizen
Carbo's Shining Star CGC

Canine Good Citizen
David's Magical Merlin CGC

Canine Good Citizen
Diamond B's Bella Has The Ball CGC

Canine Good Citizen
CH Dynesty's Fast N Furious CGC

Canine Good Citizen
Ella CGC

Canine Good Citizen
Greenfields Lucky Charm'Z Be Liam CGC

Canine Good Citizen
Izzy CGC

Canine Good Citizen
Jj CGC

Canine Good Citizen
King's Sadie Ann CGC

Canine Good Citizen
Lily Lou CGC

Canine Good Citizen
Moonshines Gracie On Maple Drive CGC

Canine Good Citizen
The Magic Is In The Hat Brym CGC

Advanced Canine Good Citizen
Bertrom's Once In A Blue Moon CGCA

Advanced Canine Good Citizen
Dexter Saint Patrick CGCA TKN

Advanced Canine Good Citizen
Dually's Red Planet-Mars MX MXJ OF CGCA

Advanced Canine Good Citizen
Peaceful Acres-Lone Spur Gotta Be The One To Flirt FDC THDN CGCA CGCU

Canine Good Citizen Urban
Peaceful Acres-Lone Spur Gotta Be The One To Flirt THDN CGCU

Trick Dog Novice
A Tripp" To Aussieland FDC OAP AJP CGCA TKN"

Trick Dog Novice
Cooper's Bailey Gal CD BN RE PT FDC OAP CGCA TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Dexter Saint Patrick CGC TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Dodge Citys Go For The Goal CGCA TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Dragonfly Pond's When Things Go Wro CA ACT2 TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Dusty Boots Haylee TKN

Trick Dog Novice
GCHG CH Dynesty's Triple Crown CM6 CGC TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Dynasty's Hidden Treasure CGC TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Flagtree's Cleared For Takeoff CD BN RE HT AX AXJ XF CA CGCA CGCU TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Flagtree's Dynamite CD PCD BN RA AE2 HSAs FDC OA OAJ NAP NF CA THDN RATN CGCA CGCU TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Flagtree's Piece Of Cake CD PCD BN RE PT FDC NA NAJ NF CA RATN CGCA CGCU TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Flagtree's Simply Spicy CD PCD BN RE HT AX AXJ XF CA CGCA TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Karma RN NJP THD CGC TKN

Trick Dog Novice
King's Sadie Ann CGC TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Leura's Flying Kiwi MX MXJ XF THD CGC TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Minisodas A-N-W Frosty Mug CD RA NA NAJ DJ CGC TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Minisodas Fizzy Lizzy Of Chappell Hill OAJ CGC TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Rebel Soul's Savoir Faire Of Intrepid OA OAJ TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Saint Cyde Of Grand Heaven TKN

Trick Dog Novice
Sandy Creeks Amazing Grace THDN CGCA TKN

Trick Dog Novice
GCH CH Silvermist Rise And Shine CM3 RN THDN CGC TKN
Trick Dog Novice Tanasi’s Breath Of The Wild TKN
Trick Dog Novice Thrasher’s Latte TKN
Trick Dog Novice Wigglebutt Izzie Does It CGCA TKN
Trick Dog Novice Wigglebutt Miss B Haven CGCA TKN
Trick Dog Novice Windsor CGC TKN
Trick Dog Intermediate A Tripp’ To Aussieland FDC OAP AJP CGCA TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Cooper’s Bailey Gal CD BN RE PT FDC OAP OJP CGCA TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Dacoda De Allegro Con Brio OA OAJ OF CGC TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Dodge Citys Go For The Goal CGC TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Flagtree’s Cleared For Takeoff CD BN RE HT AX AXJ XF CA CGCA CGCU TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Flagtree’s Dynamite CD PCD BN RAE2 HSAs FDC OA OAJ NAP NJP NF CA THDN RATN CGCA CGCU TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Flagtree’s Piece Of Cake CD PCD BN RE PT FDC NA NAI NJP CA RATN CGCA CGCU TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Flagtree’s Simply Spicy CD PCD BN RE HT AX AXJ XF CA CGCA TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Foxglove Shine So Bright RN CGC TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Karma RN NJP THD CGC TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Minisodas A-N-W Frosty Mug CD RA NA NAJ DJ CGC TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Rebel Soul’s Savoir Faire Of Intrepid OA OAJ TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Sandy Creeks Amazing Grace THDN CGCA TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Sandy Creeks Amazing Grace THDN CGCA TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Wigglebutt The Spy Who Loved Me RN RATN CGCA TKI
Trick Dog Intermediate Windsor CGC TKI
Trick Dog Advanced Cooper’s Bailey Gal CD BN RE PT FDC OAP OJP CGCA TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Dacoda De Allegro Con Brio OA OAJ OF CGC TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Flagtree’s Cleared For Takeoff CD BN RE HT AX AXJ XF CA CGCA CGCU TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Flagtree’s Dynamite CD PCD BN RAE2 HSAs FDC OA OAJ NAP NJP NF CA THDN RATN CGCA CGCU TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Flagtree’s Piece Of Cake CD PCD BN RE PT FDC NA NAI NJP CA RATN CGCA CGCU TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Flagtree’s Simply Spicy CD PCD BN RE HT AX AXJ XF CA CGCA TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Lolly-Pop Kisses Odom CGC TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Minisodas A-N-W Frosty Mug CD RA NA NAJ DJ CGC TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Mountain Cross Make A Splash BN RN FDC NJP NFP THD CGCA TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Rebel Soul’s Savoir Faire Of Intrepid OA OAJ TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Sandy Creeks Amazing Grace THDN CGCA TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Sandy Creeks Amazing Grace THDN CGCA TKA
Trick Dog Advanced Windsor CGC TKA
Trick Dog Performer Dynasty’s Vision Quest FDC CAA RATN CGC TKP
Therapy Dog Cambria Asher Mcdasher OA OAJ OF THD CGC
Therapy Dog Advanced Mountain Cross Make A Splash BN RN FDC NJP NFP THDA CGCA TKA
Therapy Dog Excellent Schaub’s Lacey BN RN THDX CGCA CGCU
Flyball Master Abingtons Sam Adams FM CGC
Novice Barn Hunt Dynasty’s Vision Quest CA RATN CGC
Dock Novice CH Rose Court All On Black RN DN
Dock Junior Minisodas A-N-W Frosty Mug CD RA NA NAJ DJ CGC